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Simulation of Pu-239 Fueled Cores by Means of 
PU-239 - U235 Fueled Cores in Fast Critical Assemblies (*) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The use of Zero Power Assemblies to study Power Reactors and simulate their 
behaviour under various operating conditions is of common practice for the development 
and the understanding of tthe physics of new systems. Particularly useful are the Zero 
Power Assemblies in the case of fast reactors, mainly because of safety reasons. In a 
general way the results obtained from integral experiments on such machines are to be 
compared with the results of calculations based on cross section data obtained from dif-
ferential experiments: in principle the comparison of integral experiments and calculation 
results might be used to refine the input cross sections data. As a matter of fact, it is 
found that this is possible when comparing systems of the same material concentration 
and composition, while the results are not satisfactory when comparing dilute systems and 
concentrated ones. 
Future large Fast Power Reactors (1 OOO MWth and up) will most probably be of 
the first kind because of technological difficulties of obtaining very high power densities. 
As a consequence, such reactors will be fueled with dilute fissionable materials and the 
same will be true when simulating them on a Zero Power Assembly. That means that 
such an assembly, if it has to have the same fuel concentration as the full scale reactor 
in order to be representative of its behaviour, will easily ask for cores sizes up to several 
thousand liters and Pu loadings of the order of 1000 kg. Unfortunately, the amounts of 
Pu now available, aside from safety considerations, will not permit to build up so big fast 
cores in Zero Power Assemblies. In order to avoid such difficulties, two methods have 
been so far proposed [l, 2]: first, the use of dilution materials, with small capture cross 
sections, which are to be added to Pu in a homogeneous way so as to have minimal critical 
masses (while the spectrum will be softened); second, the choice of a zoned reactor, the 
central part of which has the exact Pu composition of the reactor under study, while the 
surrounding zone (driver) is made up with fuel of different composition, these fissile iso-
topes being, for distance, Pu-239 or, more likely, U-235. 
In the present study, the second method is considered m some detail m order to 
solve two main problems: 
I - maximum size of the reactors which is possible to simulate with given quantities of 
Pu; 
(*) Manuscript received on December 8, 1964. 
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2 - reliability on flux spectrum, for physical measurements, of the zoned reactors m 
comparison with that of the full scale ones. 
As just mentioned, it is clear that limited amounts of Pu in zoned reactors will ask 
the use of at least another fissile isotope to make up for the cores critical masses; U-235 
only is here constantly considered, which will bring forth a problem relative to the maxi-
mum amounts of this isotope one will need. For the moment being, we do not concern 
ourselves with such details and, as far as the isotopic composition of Pu is concerned, 
we will consider it, for simplicity, as 100 per cent pure Pu-239, though several percent of 
higher isotopes of Pu might be present in the real cases. 
2. SCOPE OF THE PRESENT STUDY 
From what precedes, it follows that the general schemes of the reactors to be 
examined are like the ones in Fig. I, a, b, c, (spherical or cylindrical geometry). 
In a general way, the study of the properties of the full scale reactors (Fig. I, a) 
by means of zoned reactors (fig. I, b, c) can be related to the coupled reactor theory 
[3). Such a reference will be useful in further developments of this study, when dynamic 
properties will be considered. 
There are several ways to design a zoned reactor. One, Fig. I, b, can be to have 
m the inner zone and in the driver the same fissile isotope, but with different concen-
tration y=N1erti1e/Nnssi1e; another solution can be to have different fissile isotopes in 
the inner zone and the driver and having or not the same y's; still another, Fig. I, c, can 
be to have the same or different fissile isotopes in the inner zone and the driver, having 
or not the same y's and with a decoupler zone between the two. 
It is not possible to predict beforehand on a theoretical basis wich of the just 
mentioned solutions will meet the required neutron conditions with limited amounts of 
fissile materials available. That is why extensive calculations have to be performed and 
their results compared. In the present study, the inner zone contains constantly Pu-239 
(metal or ovide) and the driver contains U-235 (metal or oxide); the y's of inner zone and 
driver can differ; the influence of a decoupler is considered in several cases. 
For a given composition (Fissile isotopes: Fertile isotopes: Coolant: Structure), the 
reactors core containing only Pu-239 will be the smallest in comparison with similar zoned 
reactors. It is then to be expected that, both Pu-23·9 and U-235 being available in defi-
nite amounts, the range of possible reactors will be somewhat restricted·, especially when 
dealing with very diluted systems. Apart from these considerations, the results of a series 
of calculations will be given here in a general way in order to discuss for each reactor 
a) critical mass 
b) neutron spectrum. 
The last information is sought in order to determine the minimum diameter of the 
inner Pu containing zone ( of a zoned test system) such that, inside it, the neutron spec-
trum be equivalent to that of the reference system; in order to be meaningful, such an 
equivalence is deemed necessary at least over a few neutron mean free paths. Once this 
problem is solved and the equivalence regions defined, the inner Pu containing zone of 
the zoned test system can be treated as the corresponding portion of the reference reactor; 
in this way, and at least in a certain volume of the inner zone, physical measurements can 
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be performed with a confidence of obtaining dependable results relative to the reference 
reactor. 
3. APPLICATION MEANS 
Two points of practical character are to be decided upon and are now briefly 
examined. 
The first refers to the calculation means: constant use has been made of an already 
available unidimensional code in the diffusion approximation [ 4 ], and that because of 
the survey calculations type here needed. A more sophisticated treatment in cylindrical 
geometry, while closer to the reality of a Fast Power Reactor and of the related Zero 
Power Assembly, would certainly give better results as far as critical masses are concern-
ed. As for the spectra flux informations we are seeking, it is believed that the qualitative 
results will remain valid, at least in the chosen frame of approximation. Of course, should 
neutron transport codes have been available, the results would have been more convenient 
for our purposes. 
The second point refers to the cross section set to be introduced into the calcula-
tions. Constant use has been made of the 16-group YOM set [5]. In so doing, we have 
deliberately not been concerned with the influence of the cross-section data on the results, 
since we were looking for the outputs to be consistent. Of course a finer decoupling of 
energy spectrum, i.e. a number of groups greater than 16, would give us, conceptually at 
least, the possibility of a better physical interpretation of the phenomena under study. 
4. CORES AND BLANKETS COMPOSITION 
In order to define the volumetric core composition of the various reactors to 
calculate, let be [ 6]: 
so that 
Besides, let he 
where 
a= coolant% 
f3 = structure material and canning % 
y = fissile isotopes % 
8 = fertile isotopes % 
a+f3+y+8=1 
/3 = /3o + X (y+S) 
(3 0 = refers to the structural material only 
x = proportionality term between the canning and the fuel 
and, if 
8 = yy 
where 
Nrertile 
y= 
Nfissile 
we get from (2) 
/3 = /3o + xy (l+y) 
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(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
( 2') 
Once a, /3 0 , x and y have been chosen, one obtains 
1 - (a+/3o) 
y=--------
x+xy+y+ l 
and /3 and 8 follow from (2') and (3) respectively. 
(4) 
For the calculations, the following constants have been chosen throughout all the 
present study: 
CORE (reference systems or zoned test systems) 
a = 0.40 
/30 = 0.15 
X = 0.30 
y1 = 4, 5, 6 (reference systems and inner zone in zoned test systems) 
y 2 = 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 (driver zone in zoned test systems) 
BLANKET (reference systems or zoned test systems) 
a= 0.10 
f3 = 0.20 
8 = 0.10 
In the case of metallic reactors, the cores are supposed to contain 
Na-23 
Fe-56 
Pu-2.39 
U-238 
(coolant) 
(structure and cladding) 
or U-23S ( fissile isotope) 
( fertile isotope) 
In the case of oxide reactors, the cores are supposed to contain 
N a-23 (coolant) 
Fe-516 
PU-239 
0-16 
U-238 
(structure and cladding) 
or U-235 (fissile isotope) 
( chemically hounded either to Pu-239 
( fertile isotope) 
or U-235 and to U-233) 
Blanket composition has been assumed the same both in the case of metal and of 
oxide reactors: 
N a-23 (coolant) 
Fe-56 (structure and cladding) 
U-2,38 (fertile isotope) 
The densities of the different materials are assumed to he: 
ru = PPu = 19 g/cm3 
puo 2 = PPuo 2 = 9 g/cm
3 
PNa = 0.84 g/cm3 
PFe = 7.86 g/cm3 
and, both in core and blanket of every reactor here considered, no void is supposed to he 
present: that and the fact that the structure an cladding material is considered as 100 % Fe 
(instead of SS with its composite structure) will slightly influence the results. 
Table I gives the composition in atoms/cm3 for metallic cores when y=4, 5, 6. Table 
II gives similar informations for oxide cores when y = 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 
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,Component 
Coolant 
Structural and 
canning material 
Fuel 
Breeding material 
Component 
Coolant 
Structural and 
canning material 
Fuel 
Breeding material 
Table l 
COMPOSl'J1ION OF METALLIC CORES 
r=4 
Isotope 
V.F. atoms/crn
3 
X 1024 
Na-23 a= 0.4.0 0.01088 
Fe-56 /3 = 0.2539 0.02150533 
Pu-23.9 
or U-235 y = 0.0692 0..00332J6 
U-238 8 = 0.2769 0.0132912 
r=6 
Isotope 
I 
V.F. atoms/c.m
3 
X 1024 
Na-23 a= 0.40 0.0088 
Fe-56 /3 = 0.25385 0.02:1501095 
Pu-239 
or U-235 y = 0.04945 0.0023736 
U-2138 8 = 0.2967 0.0142416 
V.F. 
a= (li.4.0 
/3 = 0..253 85 
y = 0.05,769 
8 = 0.28846 
V.F. 
a= Ot.10 
/3 = 0,.20 
--
8 = 0.70 
5. CRITICAL MASSES CALCULATIONS 
r=5 
I 
atoms/crn3 
X 1024 
0.0,088 
0.02:15010,95 
0.000,7161.}12 
O.OiU84608 
Blanket 
I 
atoms/em a 
X 1024 
0.0022 
0.01694 
--
0..0336 
Critical mass calculations have been performed for a number of reflected spherical 
reactors using the already mentioned code [ 4]. The results are listed in Tables IV to 
XXV and, in a graphical form, are shown in Figures 2 to 23. 
Every table includes data ( critical radii, critical masses, etc.) relative to ten reactors 
(except in the few cases where calculation results were not obtained). The last reactor in 
every table is to be considered the ideal full scale Pu-239 fueled reactor (Fig. l,a) to 
analyze, should this isotope be available in an unrestricted basis: such reactor is charac-
terized by a value of y=4, 5, 6 and the same or a different y characterizes the first reactor 
listed in each table (except that this is of the type of Fig. la, but U-2.35 fueled) and 
which is included for comparison reasons. (The ideal Pu-239 fueled reactors, for which 
y=4, 5, 6, are, respectively, number 16, 26 and 36 and in what follows we shall frequently 
refer to them and to the related reactors through the use of terms like "group 16", 
"group 26", "group 36"). The other eight reactors are zoned ones of the type of Fig. 1, h, 
with a y1 of the inner zone equal to the y of the full scale Pu-239 fueled reactor (16, 26 
or 36) and a y2 of the driver zone equal to the y of the full scale U-235 fueled reactor 
(first one of each table). Besides, these eight reactors, are characterised by a driver zone, 
the thickness of which is decreasing from 40 cm to 5 cm. 
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Table II 
COMPOSITION OF OXIDE CORES 
y = 1 y = l.5 
Component Isotope 
I I I I 
V.F. atoms/cm
3 
V.F. atoms/cm3 X 1-024 X 1024 
··-
Coolant Na-23 a= 0.4,6 0.40000 0,.0088 a= 0.4,0 I 0,.4,0,000 0,.0088 
Structural and canning material Fe-56 /3 = 0.25384 0.25385 0. 0,2150:109 5 /3 = 0.2.5385 I 0.25385 0,.021501095 
Fuel Pu-239 
or U-235 y = 0.17308 (*) 0.07237 0.0034 73 7156 y = 0.13846 (*) 0.05789 0,00:27788922 
Breeding material U-238 o = 0,.17308. (*) 0.07237 0,0034 73,7156 o = 0.2,0769 (*) o ..0,86,84 0.0-041683383 
Oxygen 0-16 0.14.474 0.0138-948624 0.14473 0,.013894461 
co 
Y=2 Y=3 
Component Isotope 
I I I I 
V.F. atoms/cm3 V.F. atoms/cm3 X 1024 X 1024 
.Coolant Na-23 a= 0.40 0.40000 0.0.088 a= 0.40 0.400,0 0,.0088 
Structural and canning material Fe-56, /3 = 0.25385 0,25385 0.02.1501095 /3 = 0.25385 0.25385 Q02150,1095 
Fuel Pu-239 
or U-235 y = 0.11538 (*) 0,.04:824 0,.0023156766 y = 0.08654 (*) 0.03618 O.OOJ 73685 78 
Breeding material U-238 
I 
o = 0,.23077 (*) 0,.0,9649 0,.0046315539 o = 0.25961 (*) 0.10855 0.0052103727 
Oxygen 0-16 0.14.4,73 0.013894461 0.14473 
I 
0.013894461 
I 
(*) Including Oxygen 
Table II (Continued) 
COMPOSITION OF OXIDE CORES 
y=4 Y=5 
Component Isotope 
I I I I 
V.F. atoms/cm3 V.F. atoms/cm
3 
X 1024 X 1024 
I 
Coolant Na-23 a= 0.40 
I 
0.4000,0, 0.0088, a= 0.40 0.400,00 0.0088 
Structural and canni111, material Fe-5,6 (3 = 0.2.539 0.25,39 0. 02150,5.3 3 (3 = 0.25385 0,25385 0•.021501095 
,Fuel Pu-2,39 
or U-2135 y = 0,.0,6,92 (*) 0.02893 0,.001388844 y = 0.05769 (*) 0.0,2,4.12 0.00!1157838,3 
Breeding material U-238 ll = 0.2769 (*) 0.11578 O.Jli0555738,3 ll = 0.2884,6 ( *) 0.120,6,1 o,.oos1s93922 
Oxygen 0-16 0.144,71 O,Oil3892,454 0,.14473 0.0138944,61 
\0 
y = 6, Blanket 
Component Isotope I 
I 
-
I I 
ato.ms/cm3 atoms/ems 
I 
V.F. X 1024 
I 
V.F. X 1024 
Coolant Na-23 a= 0.40 0.40,0,0,0 0.0088 a= 0.10 I 0.10 0.00•2.2 
Structural and canning material Fe-56 (3 = 0.25385 0,.25385 O,. 02.15 0109 5 (3 = 0.20 0:.20 0.01694 
Fuel Pu-239 
or U-235 y = 0.0494,5 (*) 0,.02068 0.00,099246,15 -- -- --
Breeding material U-238 ll = 0.29'670 (*) 0.12.061 0,.006 7893922 ll = 0.70 
I 
0.70 0.0336, 
Oxygen 0-16 0.14,12,9 0.0135637074 -- -- --
: 
(*) Including Oxygen 
I 
N 
I 
Radius 
om 
1 319.26 
2, 46.58 
3 54.98 
4 2S.60, 
5 29,.54 
6 33.66, 
Table III 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS AND ORITICAL MASSES 
OF REFLECTED METAL-FUELED FAST REACTORS 
Co re Blanket 
Fissile Isotope 
I 
Thick-1 Volume U-2.38 Volume 
I I 
-ness 1 kg cm 
253.4,9 U-235 328.38 1331 50, 272,5.49 
423.38 U-235 457.2,3 2316 50 335,0.35 
69,6,.04 U-235 6,44,.33 3916 5,0, 4149.84 
70.2,6 Pu"239 92.57 369 5,0, 1739.5,0 
107.97 Pu-239 118.60 591 5,0, 1999.88 
15,9.80 Pu-239 150.45 899 50, 2293.2J. 
I 
y 
U-238 
kg 
36,17B 4 
44466 5 
55077 6 
23087 4 
26542 5 
30435 6 
The same criteria hold for the reactors of the type of Fig. 1, c; here a decoupler 
is introduced between the inner zone and the driver. Two different materials have been 
considered for the decoupler, namely U-238 and HS-208; this second isotope is a fictition 
heavy pure elastic scatterer, to which have been attributed the same density of lead and 
a constant <Tel = 12 b. 
In the graphs the calculations results are offered as functions of the ratio Pu-239 
mass/(Pu-239 + U-235) masses, so that the abscissae from O to 1 take account of the ten 
reactors of each table, from the full scale U-235 fueled one to the full scale Pu-239 fueled 
one. Masses of fissile isotopes and radii of inner zone and total core are reported. 
All the reactors here considered are reflected by a blanket 50 cm thick and contain-
ing U-238 as fertile material. This is true both for the oxide fueled and the metal fueled 
reactors, the last ones being included only in order to have some extreme elements of 
comparison. 
In Fig. 24, 25 and 26 a comparison is possible among reactors of group 16, group 26 
and group 36 respectively. The influence of varying y2 for a constant y1 and the influence 
of a decoupler are here presented as far as the radii of the different reactors are concern-
ed. One must note that the thickness of the decoupler, when existing, has been kept 
constant and equal to 5 cm in order to make comparison possible; for the same reasons 
the thickness of the blanket has been kept constant too, though the influence of the last 
one cannot have a strong bearing (a few per cent of the total radius especially for diluted 
oxide reactors) on the overall dimensions and hence on the masses of fissile isotopes. 
The figures from 2 to 23 will enable to solve the problem of the reactors which 
will be possible to build with a given amount of Pu-239. Besides, they allow to determine 
the amount of U-235 necessary, in every case, to obtain criticality. They show, as was 
known, that the masses of fissile isotopP-s increase with y, and that the introduction of a 
decoupler is of little or no use, as far as critical masses are concerned, depending on the 
chosen isotope. 
More informations can be derived from Fig. 24 (group 16), Fig. 25 (group 26) 
and Fig. 26 (group 36). Here critical radii (of inner zone and of total core) are reported 
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..... 
..... 
N. 
Radius 
cm 
* 7 76.36, 
8 28.12 
9 30.77 
101 33,.32. 
11 35.85 
12; 38,.4,1 
13 4,1.02, 
14, 43.90, 
15, 46.96, 
,16, 5,0.32 
Table IV 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS AND CRITICAL MASSES OF REFLECTED OXIDE-FUELED FAST REACTORS 
GROUP 4-4 
Inner zone Driver zone Blanket 
I Volrme 
I I I I I 
Pu-239 U-238 Thickness I Volume U-235 U-238 Thickness I Volume U-238, 
kg kg I kg kg cm 1 kg cm 
1865.02 lQL0.18 4094 - - - - 50 658,6 8,74111 
93.19 5,1.34 2,05 40, 12,3,1.17 666.&6 2,703 50 55801 74,056 
12,2.07 6,7.25 2,68, 35 1069.84 579.48, 2348 5,0 5308, 70450 
155.01 85.39 34,0 3,0 908,62 4,92.16, 1995 50 5032 667911 
192.93 106.28 424 25 750.64 4,06.59 1648 50 4.76J.. 63,192 
237.3.2 130.74 5.21 20 597.31 323.53 1311 50, 4502, 59750 
289.07 159.25 635, 15 447,.24 242.25 98i 5.0 4255, 56473 
354.43 195.2,6 778, 10, 3i0il.5,6 163.34, 662, 50 404,2, 53:652 
433.76 23&96 95.2 5 15.3.83 83.312 338 5.0 3852, 5112,7 
533,65 293.99 1171 - - - - 50 3695 4,9043 
* Except for this reactor which contains U-235 only 
Total 
core 
radius 
cm 
76.36 
6&.12 
65.77 
63.32 
60.85 
58-41 
56,.02 
53.90 
5,1.96. 
50.32 
..... 
Nl 
N. 
Radius 
I 
cm 
* 17 96.13 
18 38.71!, 
19 41.04 
2,0 4,3.25 
2,1 45.67 
22 48.2,1 
23 51.03 
24, 5.3.83 
25 5,6.95 
26 60.56 
Table V 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS AND CRITICAL MASSES OF REFLECTED OXIDE-FUELED FAST REACTORS 
GROUP 5-5 
Inner zone Driver zone 
I 
Blanket 
Volume 
I 
Pu-239 
I 
U-238 Thickness I Volume 
I 
U-2,3.5, 
I 
U-238 I Thi~:ess I Volume 
I 
l kg kg l kg kg 1 cm 
U-238 
kg 
372,1.45 16,80.44 8510, - - - - 50 935,0, 124,099 
243.2,7 1,11. 73 55,6. 4,0 1800,.54 8,13.04 4,117 50 6891 91457 
289.53 132,.97 6,62, 3.5 15.52.12 700.87 3.548, 50 6,54,5 86870 
338,.80 155,.60 775 30 13,0,7.29 590.3,1 2.990 50 61961 81222,9 
399.0il 183.25 9'12 2,5 1079.4,0 487.41 24,68 50 5882, 78I0,6i2 
469.48 2:15,.62 1074 20 8,6r!Ul 388.39 1967 5,0 55901 74,L95 
556,54 255 .. 6J 1273 15 649.22 293,.16 14.ss 50 5337 70834 
653.31 300,,05 14,94 10 435,.94 196.85 997 50 50819 67536 
773.68 3,55,33 1769 
I 
5 222.2,0 100.33 5,08, 50 4881 64783 
913,0.19 427.2,1 212,7 - - - - 50 47301 62778 
* Except for this reactor which contains U-235 only 
Total 
core 
radius 
cm 
I 
96.13 
78.73 
76,.04 
73.25 
70.67 
68.2,1 
66,.03 
63.83 
6,1.9,5 
6056 
_. 
c,.:, 
N. 
I 
Radius 
cm 
* 27 123.W 
28 5,0.23 
29 
30 54.6,1 
31 57.07 
32 60.21 
33 62.43 
34 65.4,3 
35 68.69 
3,6, 72.43 
Ta h le VI 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS AND CRITICAL MASSES OF REFLECTED OXIDE-FUE,LED FAST REACTORS 
GROUP 6-6 
Inner zone 
I Thi~ess ! 
Driver zone Blanket 
I I I I I 
Volume Pu-239 U-2,38 Volume U-235 U-238 Thickness I Volume U-238 
l kg kg l kg kg cm l kg 
7832.15 30,31.5,1 17911 - - - - 50, 13930 184880 
530.74. 2.08.94 1214 40 2545.97 98,5 .. 44 58,22, 5,0, 84,73, U2455 
3,5 5,0 
68.2,.0<2 2,68..49 15,60 30 1854.77 7'17.91 4242 5,0 76,79 101917 
778,.54, 3,06,.49 1780, 2,5 1536.83 594.84, 3514 50, 7334 97333 
914.12. 359.8;6 2090, 2,0 1247.13 482,.7;1 2,852, 5,0, 70,85 940,36 
10,19.05 401.17 2330, 15 ~2.5 .. 2,3 358.12 2,Ll,6, 5,0 6,72,3 8,9224 
1173.52 46,1.99 2684 10 624.45 2,41.70, 1428 50 6469 8,5853 
1357.44 534.39 3104, 5 318.54 123.29 7.2,8 5,0 6250 82,95,3 
1591.4,3 6216.51 36,39 -- - - - 5,0, 6095, I 8,08,91 
* Except for this reactor which contains U-235 only 
Total 
core 
radius 
cm 
12.3.2,0, 
90,.2,3 
84,.61 
8,2.07 
801.21 
77.43 
75,.43 
73.69 
72.43 
'""' 
"" 
N. 
Radius 
cm 
* 37=7 76,.36, 
38: 31.3,3, 
39 34.93 
4,0, 38.22 
4,1 41.67 
42 4,5.11 
43 48.66 
44 52,.36, 
45 56.42, 
I 
46=26 
I 
60.56 
Table VII 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS AND CRITICAL MASSES OF REFLECTED OXIDE-FUELED FAST REACTORS 
GROUP 5-4 
Inner zone Driver zone Blanket 
I I I 
Volume Pu-239 U-238, Thickness I Volume U-235 U-238 Thickness I Volume 
l kg kg cm l kg kg cm l 
18,65,02 10J.O,J8 4094 - - - - 50 6586 
128.88 59.19 295 40 139il.66, 753,.79, 3.0&5 50 5,962, 
178.5.5 82.00: 408, 35 1254,.02 6,79.24 2753 50 579,3, 
233.89 107.42, 535 30 1096.12 593.71 2406 50 559il 
303,.L6 139.23 693 25 938.36 508.26, 2060 50, 54,lJ 
384.56 176.62 879, 2:0, 771.75 4,18.02, 16,94 50 5233 
482.4,9 221.60, 1103 15 597.95 323.881 1313 50 5069, 
6,0,1.18, 2,76.lil 1375, 10 4,14.45 224.4,9 91,0 50 4926 
752.26 345.4,9 17201 5 218.25 118.21 
I 
479 50 4823 
930.19 427.2J. I 2127 - - - - I 
50 4,730 
* Except for this reactor which contains U-235 only 
Total 
core 
U-23& radius 
kg cm 
87411 76,.36 
79127 7'1.3,3 
7688.9 69.93 
742,06, 68.22 
718,19 66.67 
6945.2 65.U 
67281 63.66 
653741 62.36 
640il6 61.42, 
62778 60.56 
I 
.... 
C/1 
N. 
Radius 
cm 
* 47=7 76.36 
48 34.76 
49 39.12 
50 43.65 
5,L 4,8,.23 
52 5.2.88 
53 57.52 
54 62.35 
55 67.3~ 
56=36 
I 
72..4,3 
Table VIII 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS AND CRITICAL MASSES OF REFLECTED OXIDE-FUELED FAST REACTORS 
GROUP 6.-4 
Inner zone Driver zone Blanket 
I Volfme 
I I I I I 
Pu-239 U-2,38 Thickness I Volume U-235 U-238 Thickness I Volume U-238, 
kg kg cm 1 kg kg cm 1 kg 
1865.0i2 10.10.18. 4,094 - - - - 50 6586 87411 
175.93 69.2,6 4,0,2: 40 1574.34 85,2 .• 74 34516 50 6384 8472,9 
215,0.71 98.70, 573 35 1454.73 787.9,6 319,3, 50 6304 83661 
348,.44, 137.17 797 3,0 132,5 .. 18 7.17.78 2909 50 6246 82,896 
4,69.88. 184,.98 1076 25 1174.95 63MJ 2579 50 6193 8.2,199 
619.46 2,43.87 14,17 20 L0,02.17 542.82 220,0 50 6151 8,1633 
797.2.5 :3,13.8,5, 1823 15 80,0,.4,7 463.57 1757 50 6107 81046 
1015.12 399.6,3 2321 }O, 570,.99 30,9.28, 1253 50 ,6085 80760 
12,8L48, 504.48 21930 5 306.97 166.27 674, 50 6089 808J.0, 
1591.43 6i26,.51 36,39 - - - 50 6095 80891 
I I 
* Except for this reactor which contains U-235 only 
Total 
core 
radius 
cm 
76,36 
74.76, 
7U2 
73.65 
73..23 
72.88 
72.52 
72.35 
72.38' 
72.43 I 
,.... 
0\ 
N. 
Radius 
I 
cm 
* 5,7=17 %.13 
58 44.35 
59 47.42 
60 50.49 
61 53.51) 
62 57.00 
63 60.50 
64 64.1.6 
65 68.00, 
I I 
66=36 72.43 
Table IX 
CRITICAL DIME.NSIO~S AND CRITICAL MASSES OF REFLECTED OXIDE.-FUE.LED FAST RE.ACTORS 
GROUP 6-5 
Inner zone 
-1 
Driver zone Blanket 
.. 
Volume 
I 
Pu-239 
I 
U-2.38 I Thickness I Volume 
I 
U-2,35 
I 
U-238 Thickness I Volume 
I 
U-2.38 
1 kg kg I kg kg 1 kg cm cm 
-
I 
372.1.45 1680,.44 8510, - ~ 
-
-
5,0 935.0 124099 
365,.2,9 143.80 8135 40 21148.19 970.,0,3 4913. 5,0 7643 10144,3 
446.69 175.85 L022 35 1898.65 85,7.35 4,342, 5,0 7.381 97964 
539.20 2i12.27 1233 30 L645.2.5 742.92 37621 so 7;12,3 94538 
641.43 252.51 1467 25 1384.84 6215.33 3,167 50 686,2. 910,6,7 
775. 73, 3,05.39 1774 20 1136,.59 5,13.23' 2599 50 6.663 88497 
927.59 365.17 2,121 15 875.14 395.17 2,00J. 50, 6477 85964 
1106.35 435.5-1, 2530, 10 602.12 271.89 1377 50 6,W9 83734 
1317.09 I 5J8.51l, 3012 5 312.42 141.0i& 714, 50 6.165 818,25 
1591.43 
I 
626.51 3639 -
- - -
50, 6095 
I 
80891 
I 
* Except for this reactor which contains U-235 only 
Total 
core 
radius 
cm 
96.13 
84.35 
82.42. 
80.4,9 
78,50 
77.00 
75.50 
74.16 
73.00 
72.43 
..... 
-..J 
N. 
Radius 
cm 
*67=7 76.36 
68 38.38 
69 40.5:1 
710 42.2.0 
7'l 4,3.5,8 
72 44.94 
73 4,6.2,3 
74, 47.52 
75 4&.88 
76,=L6 50.32. 
Table X 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS AND CRITICAL MASSES OF REFLECTED OXIDE-FUELED FAST REACTORS 
GROUP M-Dl 
Inner zone Decoupler Driver zone Blanket 
I Vol1me I I 
Thick-1 Volume I Thick-1 Volume I 
I 
Thick-1 Volume I Pu-239 U-238 U-238 U-235 U-238 
kg kg ness I kg ness I kg kg ness l 
cm cm cm 1 
1865.02 LOI0..18. 4004 
- - - -
- - -
50 6585 
2.36.79 B0.45 5.20 5 105.13 1993 4,0 21086.13 1129.95 4579 5<0 75ill 
278.53 15,3,.44 61,1 5 116.38 22'°'7 35 1791.28 970,24 3932 510 7126 
314,84 173-44 69[ 5 125,.69 2383 3,0 14,86.88 805.37 32.64 s.o 6694 
34,6.71 191.01 761 5 133.55 25312 25 1188.45 643.72 2609 501 62.3,7 
380.2.7 209.49 &3,5 5 Hl.56 2684 20 911.45 4,9,3,69 WOil 5i0 5795 
413.84 227.99 9108 5. 149.33 2831 ,15 653.67 354.06 1435 5,0, 5360 
44,9.37 24,7.56 986 5 157.31 2983 JO 416.75 225.73 9,15 50 4943 
489.14 2.69.47 1074 5 165.99 3147 5 199.84 108.24 439 50 4551 
533.65 293.99 ll?il - - - - - - - 50 3695 
* Except for this reactor which contains U-2,35 only 
Total 
core 
U-238 radius 
kg cm 
8;74.U 716.36 
99688 83.38 
94576 810.5,1 
888:41 77.2,0 
82777 73.58 
76,908 69.94 
71141 66.23 
65606 62,.52 
604,07 58.8.81 
4,9043 5Q32 
..... 
co 
N. 
Radius 
cm 
*77= 17 96.13, 
78 51.52 
79 52.70 
8,0: 5,3.7,6 
8,1 54.75, 
82 5,5,.84 
83 56.97 
84 58.CH 
85 59.35, 
&6=26 .60.56 
Ta h I e XI 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS AND CRITICAL MASSES OF REFLECTED OXIDE-FUELED FAST REACTORS 
GROUP 5.5-Dl 
Inner zone Decoupler Driver zone Blanket 
I Volrme I I 
Thick-1 Volume I Thick-1 V I I 
I 
Thick-1 Volume I Pu-239 U-238 U-2,38, O' ume U-235 U-238 
kg kg ness 1 kg ness 1 kg kg ness I 
cm cm cm 
3721.45 1680,.44 8510 ,_ - -
-
-
- 50, 935,0, 
572. 72 2,63 .. 04 1310, 5 183.4,6 34718, 40, 3010cO,O 135.9,.19 6883 5,0, 940,9 
613.19 281.62 14,02 5 191.6,0 3633 35 2532.32 1143..4,9 5791 50, 88136 
650.65 298,83 1488 5 19,8.97 377,2, 30, 2.0,79.04, 93,&.80 4754, 50 8261 
687 .59 3,15,79 1572, 5 206.09 3908, 25 1556.47 747,.99 3788 50, 7700, 
729.4,2 335,.00 16,68, 5 2,14,0,0 4,0157 20, 12,69.69 573.34 2904, 50 7)170, 
774.60, 355. 76 1771 5 22,2.36 42116 15 913.29 4,12.40 20,89 50 6664 
8W.13 376.66 1875 5 230.62 4373, rn 583.27 263.38 1334, 50 6174 
8,75. 75 402.21 2003 5 240,.5,0, 45,60, 5 280,93 126.86 642. 50, 5724, 
930,19 427.21 2127 - - - - - - - 50 4730 
* Except for this reactor which contains U-235 only 
Total 
core 
U-2.38 radius 
kg cm 
124099 96.B 
1248,75 96.52, 
1172.67 92,. 70i 
10,9,646 88.76, 
102tl.89 &4.75, 
95,156 80,84 
88450 76.97 
81935 73.o? 
759,73 69.35 
62,778 60.56, 
..... 
\0 
N. 
Radius 
cm 
* &7=7 76.3,6 
88 26.59 
8.9 29.07 
90 31.28 
91 33.30 
92 35.2,1 
93 37.1:3 
94 
95 41.09 
96,=16 50.32 
Tab 1 e Xll 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS AND CRITICAL MASSES OF REFLECTED OXIDE-FUELED FAST REACTORS 
GROUP 4-4-D2i 
Inner zone Decoupler Driver zone 
\ Thi,k I V :::··1 I Volfme I I Thick-1 V I I Thick-1 Volume I I Pu-239 U-238 o ume U-235 U-2,38 kg kg ness 1 kg ness I kg kg ness l I cm I cm cm 
1&65.0:2 10,10.18 4094.0,2 
- -
-
- - -
-
5,0, 6586 
18.74 43.38 17,2"8,4 5 53.30 60,7 4,0 14.04.79 76,0,90 3,0M 50 5993 
102.&5 56.66 225.77 5 62.73 715 35 12H.37 657.76 2666 50 5690 
128.15 7!0.60 281.31 5 7UU 818, 30 10<19.47 552.19 2238 50, 53,66, 
15,4.73 85 .. 24 339.66 5 80.68 919 2;5 82,7.22 448.06 18J6 50, 5030 
182.&3 1,00,. 72 4,01.35 5 89.48, I0J9 20 64,1.96 347.72 1409 5.0 4693 
214.35 
I 
ll&,09 4!70,.53 5, 98.79 1126 15 46,7.75 253.36 1027 50, 4369 
I 
I 
290.52 160.05 63,7.74 
I 
5 119.50 13,61 5 148.45 80.41 326, 50 3768, 
5.3,3.65 29,3.99 ll 71.45 -
-
-· - - - - 50, 3695 
* Except for this reactor which contains U-235 only 
Total 
core 
U-238 radius 
kg cm 
8.7411 i 76.36. 
I 
795.36 71.59 
75523 69.07 
712J2 66..28 
66,762 6.3.30 
62284 60,.2J 
5798J 57.13 
50013 51.09 
49043 50.32 
~ 
0 
N. 
Radius 
mn 
* 12,7=7 76,.36 
128 19.54 
JW 23.53 
130 217.36 
131 3,1.04, 
13.2 34,.67 
133 38.30 
134 42.12, 
135 46.09 
136,=]6 50.32, 
Tab 1 e XIII 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS AND CRITICAL MASSES OF REFLECTED OXIDE-FUELED FAST REACTORS 
GROUP 4-3, 
Inner zone Driver zone I Blanket 
I Volrme 
I I I I I I 
Pu-239 U-238 Thickness I Volume U-235 U-238 Thickness Volume U-238 
kg kg l kg kg 1 kg cm cm 
I8i65.02. 10,10.18 4,094.02 - - - - 50 6586, 87411 
31.25 17.22 69 4,0 852.84 577.69 1755 so 462;1 6,133.5 
54,.54 3,0,.04, 120 35 785.15 531.84 1616 50 4.5,14 59914 
8'5.76 47.2,5 188 30 704.64 4 77.31 1450 50 4393 58299 
125,.30 69.03 275 25 611.99 4,14.54 1260 50 4,258 56507 
174.61 96,.19 383 2,0, 50,9.95 345.43 105,0 50 4,119 5467.2 
235,.32 129.64 517 15 3,98..92 2,70.22 8,21 50 3933 528,62 
313.07 172.47 687 10 28,0,.0,9 18,9.73 576 50 3.868 5,1338 
410,.0,1 225 .. 88 900 5 148.45 lOi0.56 3-06 to 3768 5-0,0,13 
533.65 293.99 LI 7J - - - - 50 3695 49043 
* Except for this reactor which contains U-235 only 
Total 
core 
radius 
cm 
76.36 
59.54 
58,53 
57.36 
56.04 
54,.67 
53.30 
52.12 
51.09 
50,32 
Nl 
...... 
N. 
Radius 
cm 
* 137 =7 76.36 
138 7.8:0 
139 12.82 
140 17.87 
141 22 .. 98 
14,2 28.15 
143 33.52 
144 38.99 
145 44.56 
146=16 50.32 
Table XIV 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS AND CRITICAL MASSES OF REFLECTED OXIDE-FUELED FAST REACTORS 
GROUP 4-2 
Inner zone Driver zone 
I 
Blanket 
I Vol1me I I 
I 
I I Thi~:ess I I 
Pu-239 U-238 Thickness I Volume 
I 
U-235 U-238, Volume 
kg kg l kg kg l cm 
1865.02 10,10,18 4094 - - -
-
50 6586 
1.99 1.10 4 40 455.59 411.45 833 50 34,6.1 
8.83 4.87 19 35 449.25 405.73 822 50 3463 
23.92 13.18 52 30 435.65 393.44 797 50 34,68 
50.83 28.00 112 25 4,11.84 371.94 753 5.0 3477 
93.44 51.47 2:05 20, 374.16 337.9,1 685 50 3493 
157.79 86.93 34,6 15 320.73 289.6,6 587 50 3527 
248.23 136. 75 545 10 244.19 220.53 447 5,0 3570 
370. 71 204.23 814 5 139.30 125.8.} 255 50 3624 
533.65 2,93.99 1171 
- -
- - 5:0 3695 
* Except for this reactor which contains U-235 only 
Total 
core 
U-238 radius 
kg cm 
874,11 76.36 
45937 4,7.80 
45958 47.82 
46021 47.8,7 
4615.2 47.98 
46359 48,15 
46814 48.52 
47386 48.99 
48100 49.56 
49043 50.32 
Nl 
t~ 
N. 
Radius 
()ill, 
*147=7 76.36 
148 
1,4.9 
150 5 .. 60 
15,l 10.98 
152 
153 24.09 
154 32.3,3 
1:55 4,I.3i2 
156=16 50.32 
Tab 1 e XV 
CRITICAL ,DIMENSIONS AND CRITICAL MASSES OF REFLECTED OXIDE-FUELED FAST REACTORS 
GROUP 4-1 
Inner zone Driver zone Blanket 
I Volrme 
I I I I I 
Pu-23,9 U-238 Thickness I Volume U-235 U-238 Thickness I Volume 
kg kg cm 1 kg kg 1 cm 
18.65.02 IOI0,.18 4094 - - - - 50, 6586 
0,73 0.4,l 2 30 188,32 255.12 258 50 2439 
5.5,5 3.06 12 2.5 18,9.56 256.80, 260 50, 2467 
58.52 32.2.4, 128 15 191.58 259 .. 54 263 50, 27ll 
14,1.60 78.01 3,lil 10 176,.20 238. 71 242 50 298.0 
295.45 162 .. 76 649 5 120.76 163.61 166 50 332,7 
533.6,5 2,93.99 ll71 - - - - 50 3695 
* Except for this reactor which contains U-235 only 
I Total 
core 
I 
radius U-238 
kg cm 
874,IJ 76.36 
32365 35.60 
32,746 35.98 
35985 39.09 
3954,6 42.33 
44151 46,.32 
49043 50.32 
t--:1 
~ 
N. 
Radius 
i cm 
*157=17 916.13 
158 20.5,9 
159 25.52 
160 3{lc3.S 
161 35.16, 
162 40.07 
163 45.010 
164 50.12 
165 
I 
55.32 
166=26 60.56 
Ta hie XVI 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS AND CRITICAL MASSES OF REFLECTED OXIDE-FUELED FAST REACTORS 
GROUP 5-3 
Inner zone Driver zone Blanket 
I Volfme 
I I I I I 
Pu-239 U-238 Thickness I Volume U-235 U-238< Thickness I Volume 
kg kg cm 1 kg kg em I 
U.,238 
kg 
3721.45 1680.44 8510 - - - - 50 93501 124.099 
36.5.7 16.79 84 40 895.19 606..38 1842 50 4.734 62827 
69.62 3,1.97 159 35 858.&& 5811.78 1768, 50 4726, 6272.6 
ll 7.0,5 5,3 .. 7·6 2.6& 30 80,3.45 544.23 1654 50 4,707 62478 
182.11 83 .. 64 4,16 25 730.05 494.52 1503 50 468~ 622J8 
269.51 123.78 6,16 20 638.47 432.49 1314 50· 467•8 6208,7 
381.70 l 75 .. 31 873 15 523.018 3.S.4 .. 3,2 1077 50 467.1 6,1987 
527.33 24.2.19 1206 10 382.82 259.3,1 788 50 4,6,83 62155 
709.31 3,2.5..77 1 622 5 210..22 M2.40 433 50 4705 62448 
930.19 427.2,1 2127 - - - - 50 4730, 62778 
* Except for this reactor which contains U-235 only 
Total 
core 
radius 
cm 
%.13 
60.59 
6.01.52 
60.3.S 
60.16 
60.07 
60.0,0 
60.12 
60,32 
60.56 
NI 
~ 
N. 
I 
Radius 
cm 
*167=17 96.13 
168 
169 
170 rn.74 
171 24.78 
172 31.4,0 
173 38.52 
174 45.93 
175 53.36 
176=2.6 M.56 
Table XVII 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS AND CRITICAL MASSES OF REFLECTED OXIDE-FUELED FAST REACTORS 
GROUP 5-2 
Driver zone Inner zone Blanket 
I I 1 
Thi~:iness I 
I I I 
Volume Pu-239 U-238 Volume U-235 U-238 Thickness I Volume 
l kg kg 1 kg kg l cm 
U-23,8 
3721.45 1680.44 8510 - - - - 50 9350 124099 
27.56 12.66 63 30 457.4,0, 4,13.09 837 50 3547 4708,0 
6,3.710 29.26 146 25 452.88 409.00 829 50 3,644 4,83,64 
129.68 59.56 297 20 439.14 396.59 803 50 3798 5,04,12 
239.46 109.98 548 15 4,0,2 .. 78 363.76 737 50 4005 53154 
405.98 186.46 928 10 327.06 295.37 598 50 4247 5,6361 
636.30 292.24 1455 5 196.17 177.16 359 50 4497 59680, 
930.19 427.21 212.7 -
- - - 50 473,0, 52778 
* Except for this reactor which contains U-235 only 
Total 
core 
radius 
cm 
9,6.13 
48.74, 
49.78 
51.40 
53.52 
55.93 
58,.3,6 
60.56 
N) 
"11 
N. 
Radius 
I 
cm 
*177=17 96.13 
178 
1791 
18,0, 
181 
182, 
183 26.14 
184 36,,93 
185 4,9.18 
186=26 60,.56 
Table XVIII 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS AND CRITICAL MASSES OF REFLECTED OXIDE-FUELED FAST REACTORS 
GROUP 5-1 
Inner zone Driver zone Blanket 
Volume 
I 
Pu-2,39 
I 
U-23.& Thickness I Volume 
I 
U-235 
I 
U-2,38 Thickness I Volume 
I 
1 kg kg l kg kg 1 cm cm 
372,1.45 1680.44 8510 
-
- -
I 
-
I 
5,0 9350 
74.79 34,35 171 15 2,1,6,,8((), 293.71 29,7 50 2,879 
2ill.03 96,,92 483 10 2,22 .. 02 30,0,.78 305 50 3382 
498.22 228,.82 1139 5 167.94 22,7.51 23,0 50 4070 
930.19 4,27.2,1 212.7 - - - - 50 4730, 
* Except for this reactor which contains U-235 only 
Total 
core 
U-238 radius 
kg om 
1240,99 96,.13 
I 
38.213 41.14 
44,88,7 4,6,.93 
54017 54.18 
62778 60.56 
~ 
°' 
N. 
I 
Radius 
cm 
*1&7=27 123.2.0 
1881 21.62 
189 27.2,6 
190 33.26 
19,1 39.50 
192 4,6.00 
193 52.77 
194 59,.4,6 
195 6.6.04 
196=36 72.43. 
Table XIX 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS AND CRITICAL MASSES OF REFLECTED OXIDE-FUELED FAST REACTORS 
GROUP 6-3 
Inner zone Driver zone Blanket 
I I I I I 
Volume Pu-23,9 U-238 Thickness I Volume U-235 U-2,38 Thickness I Volume 
1 kg kg 1 kg kg 1 cm cm 
7832.15 3031.5,1 17911 - - - - 50 13930 
42.3,2 16.66 97 40 937.65 635.14 19301 50 4845 
84.&2 33.39 194 35, 925.94 627.2,1 1906 50 4,915 
154.18 6.0.69 35,3 30 9,01M6 614.0,1 }8.66, 50 5026 
2158.15 101.63 590 25 8,6S.85, 58.6.501 1782 50 5,164, 
407.72 160,.51 932, 2,0 796..54 539.56 16,39 50 5334, 
615.52 242.31 14,08, 15 688.23 466.19 1416 50 5538 
88,0.3,6 34,6,.58 201.3, 10 5.23.12, 354.35 10,77 50 5737 
12,0,6.48 4,74.96 2759 5 2.95.J.O, 200.03 608 50 5926, 
1591.43 626.51 3639 - - - - 50 6095 
* Except for this reactor which contains U-235 only 
Total 
core 
U-238 radius 
kg cm 
184880 123.20 
64303 61.62 
6522,9 62.26 
6,6703 63.26 
6,85,35 64.50 
70,793 66,.00 
735.05 67.77 
76137 69.46 
I 
786,55 71.04, 
I 8,089,1 72.43 
N) 
-.) 
N. 
Radius 
cm 
*217= 96..13 
,17 
2i18 36.SJ 
219 38.49 
220 40,.35 
22.1 42.17 
2,22 43.97 
223 45 .. 89 
22.4 47.96, 
225 5,0.19 
22,6,=2,6 60.56 
Table XX 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS AND CRITICAL MASSES OF REFLECTED OXIDE-FUELED FAST REACTORS 
GROUP 5-5-D2, 
Inner zone Decoupler Driver zone Blanket 
I Volrme I Pu-239 
I 
U-2,38 Thick-1 Volume I Thick-1 V l I U-235 
I 
U-2,38 Thick-1 Volume I o·ume 
kg kg ness l kg ness I kg kg ness l 
cm cm cm 
3.721.45 1680.44 8510 -
-
-
-
-
- -
50, 935,0 
2.03,.93 93.66 46,6 5 %.77 10,91 40 1969.08 889,15 4503 50, 7259 
238.81 109.68 5461 5 105,69 1204 35 1,680,.8,1 758-98 3844 50· 6860 
275.18 126.38 6W 5 115.50 13,16 30 140'1.32 632,78 3205 5,0 6458, 
·' 
314.0,9 144,.25 718, 5 125.50 1430 25 1134.88 5,12.4,6 2.5,915 50, 60.63 
35,6:.12 163.56 8,14. 5, 135.82 1547 20 882 .. 40 398.4.5 2.0118, 50 5679 
404.8,0 1815,.92 92,6 5 14.7.26 J6,W 1,5 646.19 291.79 1478 50 Si!.211 
462,.07 2,12.22 10,517 5 160.11 182,4 10 423.19 191.09 968, 50, 4992, 
52.9.71 243.28 1211 5 174.59 198,9 5 209,.27 94,5,0 479 50, 4691 
930,19 427.21 2,12,7 
-
- - - - - -
5,0 4730 
* Except for this reactor which contains U-235 only 
Total 
core 
U-238 radius 
kg cm 
124099 %.13 
96346 BJ.SI 
9104,6 78,49 
857,12 75.35 
804,72 72,.17 
75376 68.97 
70626 65.89 
66255 62,96 
62262 60.19 
62778 60.56 
I 
N) 
00 
N. 
Radius 
cm 
*227= 123 .. 20 2,7 
2,28 4,7.16 
229 48.68 
230 50,.50 
2,31 52,.36 
2,32 54.2.7 
233 56.23 
2,34 58.45 
235 60.98 
236=36 72.43 
Table XXI 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS AND CRITICAL MASSES OF REFLECTED OXIDE-FUELED FAST REACTORS 
GROUP 6,6-D2, 
Inner zone Decoupler Driver zone Blanket 
I Volrme I 
I 
T,hick-1 V 1 I Thick-, V 1 I 
I 
Thick- , Volume I Pu-239 U-238, o ume o ume U-235 U-238 
kg kg ness l kg ness l kg kg ness 1 
cm cm cm 
78,32.15 3031.51 17911 - - - - - - - 50 139,3,0 
439,2,7 172.93 10.05 5, 155.06 1767 4,0 2.684.16 1038.93 6138 50 8755 
483.36 190.28 1106 5 164.74 1877 35 2273.60 880.02 5199 50 8251 
539.46 212.37 12,34 5 176.63 2012 30 1902.01 7,36.19 435,0 50 7803 
601.19 236.67 1375 5, 189.2,1 2156 2.5 1549.46 599.73 3543 50 7373 
66,9.49 263.56 1531 5, 2.02,.62 2308 20 1214,.29 470:.00 2777 50 6962 
744.&7 293 .. 2,3 1703 5, 2,16.8.8 2471 15 894.05 346.05 2045 SO, 6570 
836.31 329.23 1912 5 233.52 2.66,0 10 589.77 22,8.28 1349 50· 6220 
949. 74 373.89 2,172 5 253.31 2886 5 294.76 114.09 674 50 
I 
5919 
1591.43 626.51 3,639 - - - - - - - 50 6095 
* Except foi:- this reactor which contains U-235 only 
Total 
core 
U-238 radius 
kg cm 
184880 123.20 
116,197 92.16 
109513 88.68 
103559 85.50 
97849 82.36 
92399 79.27 
87198 76.23 
82557 73.45 
78554 70.98 
80891 72.43 
N) 
\0 
Radius 
cm 
*237= 76.36 7 
238 17.18 
239 21.83 
240 26.0,0 
24,1 29.42 
242 32.54 
243 35 .. 2,6 
2.44 
245 40.52 
246=16 50.32 
Table XXII 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS AND CRITICAL MASSES OF REFLECTED OXIDE-FUELED FAST REACTORS 
GROUP 4-3-D2 
Inner zone Decoupler Driver zone Blanket 
I Voltme I Pu-239 
I 
U-238 Thick-1 Volume I Thick-1 VI 
I 
U-235 
I 
U.238 Thick-1 VI I o ume O'Uffie 
kg kg ness I kg ness I kg kg ness l 
cm cm cm 
1865.02 1010,18 4094, - - - - - - - 50 6586 
21.24 11.70 47 5 24.46, 2,79 4,0. 961.281 651.14 197& 50 4,9{),6 
43.56 2,3.99 96 5 37..31 425 35 9.09.08 615.79 18,71 50 48,6,8, 
73.62 40.56 162 5 51.17 58,3 30, 825.99 559.50 170,01 5.0 4'778 
106.6,8 58..77 2,34 5 64.16 731 25 708.03 4,79.60 1457 50 4.6,09 
144.28 79.48 317 5 77.26 8,8,0 2,0. 576,.31 390.38 1186 50 4411 
183,.63 lOa.16 403 5 89.72 10:22 15, 433.50 2.93.64 892, 50 4178. 
2,78.68 153.53 612 5 116..42 1326 5 145.02 98.23 298 50, 3714 
533.65 293.99 1171 - - - - - - - 50 36,95 
* Except for this reactor which contains U-2,35 only 
Total 
core 
U-2.38 radius 
kg cm 
87411 76.36. 
65115 6.2.18, 
646,04 6,1.83. 
6,34,13 61.0,0 
6H70, 59.42 
58545 57.54 
554,55 55.2,6 
4,9297 50,.52 
49043 50..32 
85 
N. 
Radius 
cm 
*2.47= 76,.3,6 7 
248 30.00 
249 33 .. 2,6 
260 36,.3,7 
251 39.05 
2.52 41.76 
2.53 44.37 
254 46.98 
2,55 49.79 
256=26 6,0.56 
Tab 1 e XXIII 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS AND CRITICAL MASSES OF REFLECTED OXIDE-FUELED FAST REACTORS 
GROUP 54.D2 
Inn er zone Deconpler Driver zone Blanket 
I Volrme I 
I 
Thick-1 Volutne I Thick-1 Volume I 
I 
Thick-1 Volume I Pu-2.39 U-238 U-235 U-238 
kg kg ness 1 kg ness 1 kg kg ness I 
cm cm cm 
1865.02 lOW.18 4094 - - - - - - - 50 6586 
113.10 5,1.94 259 5 66,50 758 40 158!7 .55 859.90 3485 50 6414 
154,.12 70.78 352 5 80,.48 917 35 1412.4,1 765.0,3 310,0 50 6,19,7 
201.50 92 .. 54 46J 5 95.06 1083 30 1226..13 6,64.13 2.692 50 5966 
249.48 114,.58 57J 5 108,.62 1237 25 102,1.1,1 553.08 2242 50 5689 
304.96 140,.06 69,7 5 123.19 14,04 2.0 8,17.97 443,.0,5 1796 50 54211 
365.84 1,68,.012 83,? 5 138,.15 1574 JS 613,.12 332.09 1346 5.0 5149 
434.22 199.42 993 5 153.93 1754 10 4,08.98 221.52 898 50 4884 
516,.95 
I 
237.42 1182 5 171.91 1,959 5 20,6.34 111.76 453 50 4648 
930.19 42.7.21 2127 - - - - - - - 50 4730 
* Except for this reactor which contains U-235 only 
Total 
core 
U-2,38 radius 
kg cm 
87411 76.36 
8,5,12.8 75.00, 
822,52 73.2.6 
79181 71.37 
755,04 6,9.05 
71945 66.76 
683,38 64,.37 
64820 61.98 
61686 59.79 
62778 60.56 
w 
-
N. 
Radius 
cm 
*257= 96.13 17 
258 42,.17 
259 44.79 
260 4,7.22 
261 4,9.85 
262 52.28 
263 54.8.6, 
2,64 57.64 
265 60.50 
266=36 72.43 
Ta hie XXIV 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS AND CRITICAL MASSES OF REFLECTED OXIDE-FUELED FAST REACTORS 
GROUP 6-5-D2 
Inner zone Decoupler Driver zone Blanket 
I Volrme I 
I 
Thick-1 Volume I Thick-1 V 1 I 
I 
Thick-1 Volume I Pu-239 U-238 o ume U-2,35 U-2,38 
kg kg ness l kg ness I kg kg ness I 
cm cm cm 
3,721.45 1680.44 8510 - - - - - - - 50 93,50, 
314.12 123,.65 71& 5 125.50 1430 4,0 2334.86 1054.32 53,39, 50 8,03,6 
3,76,.32 148,.14 861 5 14,01.613 1602, 35 Z0,3,6.23 919.47 465,6 50 7704 
440.91 173.57 1008 5 155.43 1771 30 173,1.50 78.1.8,7 3960 50 73,54, 
5118-79 204.23 1186 5 l 72,.30 1963 2;5 1441.2,5 650.80 3296 50 70138 
598,.4,7 235.60 136,9 5 188.66 214,9, 2.0 1145.96 517.47 262.l 50 6704 
691.69 272 .. 30 15,82, 5 206.88 2.357 15 858.87 38,7.8,3 19,64, 50 63,97 
802.23 315.82 1335 5 227.39 2591 10 576.01 2,6,01.10 1317 50 6,12,1 
927.59 365,.17 2121 5 249.51 2843 5 2901.67 131.25 665 50 58,51 
1591.43 626.51 3'639 - - - - - - - 50 6095 
* Except for this reactor which contains U-2,35 only 
Total 
core 
U-2.38 radius 
kg cm 
124099 123.2,0 
l 06,659 87.17 
1012,250 84,.79 
97596 82.22 
9,34,0,7 79,.85 
88,970 77.28, 
848,9,8 74 .. .8,6 
8124,1 72,64, 
77791 70,.5,0, 
808,91 72.43 
<:.I> 
NI 
N. 
Radius 
c.m 
*267= 123.20 27 
268 65 .. 71 
2,69 66.10 
2,70 6.6,.80 
271 67.51 
2.7.2 68.43 
2,73 69.22 
274, 70.18 
275 71.34 
276=36 72.43 
Table XXV 
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS AND CRITICAL MASSES OF REFLECTED OXIDE-FUELED FAST REACTORS 
GROUP 6-6-Dl 
Inner zone Decoupler Driver zone Blanket 
I Volf°~e I 
I 
Thirk-1 VI 
I 
Thick-1 Volume I 
I 
Thfok-1 Volume I Pu-239 U-2,38 o ume U-W5 U-238 
kg kg ness I kg \ ness I kg kg ness I 
cm cm cm 
7832.15 3031.51 17911 -
- -
- - - -
5,0 13.93.0 
1188.49 467.88 2718 5 2.92..47 5545 40 4.203,.07 1626,.84 9612 50 11703 
12.09.60 4,76.19 27-66 5 2,95. 79 56,0,8, 3,5 3497.2.9 1353,.6,6 7998 5,0, 10,930 
1248,.42 491.4,7 2855 5 30,1.86 57.2,3 30 2.868,.43 1.110.25 65,6,0, 5,0 102.33 
1288.98 507.44 294,8 5 30,8.12 584,2. 25 228,6.84 885.15 52.30 5,0 95,62 
1342.24 528.41 3069 5 316.24 5996 20 1757. 76 68,0•.3,6 402!0, 50 8944 
1389.59 547.05 3178 5 32,3.37 6il31 15 12,62.51 4.8,8,.67 2.88.7 50 8329 
1448.11 570.08 3312 5 332.07 62196, 10, 810,9 .. 00 313.13 1850 50 7759 
1520.82 598.71 3478 5 3.42.71 6498 5 390,67 151,.2,1 893, 50 7236 
1591.43 626.51 3639 - - - - - - - 50 6095 
* Except for this reactor which contains U-235 only 
Total 
core 
U-238 radius 
kg cm 
184880 L23.2.0 
155321 110.71 
14.5,057 10i6.10 
135808 101.80, 
12.6i9i01 97.5,1 
118698 93.43 
110,540 89.22 
102977 85.18 
96036 81.34 
808/Jl 72.43 
so that a direct comparison can be made among reactors of the same group. In each of 
them the radius of the full-scale Pu-239 fueled reactor is the basic reference, 50.32 cm 
for reactor No. 1'6, 60.5·6 cm for reactor No. 2 5 and 72.43 cm for reactor No. 36. One can 
easily see that using a value for y2 < y, the inner core radius and the total radius diminish; 
for Yi sufficiently bigger than y2 we can reach criticality with a reactor having a radius 
smaller than the reference one. It is interesting to note that for a particular choice of y2 
we can attain criticality with a reactor having the same radius as the reference one and 
the right composition in the central part. Considerations on flux spectra (see next section) 
will permit to decide if in so doing we attain ideal conditions for experimental measure-
ments too. 
Turning to the influence of the decoupler on critical radii, we see that U-238 has 
the effect of increasing them and is, then, of no use. HS-208 is responsible for a slight 
increase in the inner core radius for values of the ratio Pu-239 mass/ (Pu-239 + U-235) 
masses between O and about 0.2; from 0.2 on, the effect of HS-208 is to slightly decrease 
the inner core radius; the total core radius can be higher (with reference to the same 
couple yi-y2 without decoupler) at the beginning, but usually smaller for the above ratio 
close to unity. The use of this decoupler is then such to reduce the amount of Pu-239 
necessary and the more for the more diluted cases. 
It would have been desirable to study the influence of the decoupler thickness on 
critical radii and/ or the influence of other isotopes. Of course, as HS-208 is a fictitions 
heavy pure elastic scattering isotope with arbitrary physical properties, our results have 
only a limited interest: it seems advisable, anyway, to see which ones, among real heavy 
isotopes, have physical properties convenient for use as decoupler mediums. 
Again, critical masses ( or radii) considerations are not enough if taken alone: we 
will see in the next section if the use of a decoupler is convenient from the flux spectra 
point of view. 
6. COMPARISON METHODS 
Once the problem of the possible reactors to make up with the available amounts 
of Pu-239 (and of U-235) has been solved, one has to test the zoned reactors, against the 
full scale ones as far as the reliability on flux spectrum. The ideal situation would be 
to have the flux spectrum of a zoned and that of the full scale reference reactor exactly 
the same both in energy groups and in space. These two conditions are too stringent if 
one wants them to hold for all the volume of the examined reactors, but can be met in a 
reasonable way if we limit our attention to the central part of the cores. 
Intuitively, it is clear that if we have a full scale Pu-2,39 reactor A with a certain y1 
and a zoned reactor B characterized by the same value Yi in the inner zone (the driver 
zone being U-235 fueled, with y2 equal or not to Yi), the central part of the two reactors 
should behave approximatively in the same way, especially for high values of y1, which 
means for reactors of big dimensions. The meaning to attribute to the central part of a 
reactor, i.e. the length of the radius to consider, stems from the experiments to perform 
and the volume they will require. One of the most important experiments foreseen in a 
zero power fast critical facility will deal with the measurement of the Doppler Effect: 
to this purpose a loop of square cross section is likely to be installed in the central part 
of the reactor. Due to the practice of using square tubes to make up the cores, the edge 
of the loop cross section will be an integer multiple of the edge of the elementary tube. 
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With reference to square cross section tubes of 10 cm side, it is possible to design a 
Doppler loop to be located in the place of an array of 3 X 3 ( or 4 X 4) normal tubes. That 
seems enough, if the inner zone has a diameter bigger than, say, 40 ( or 50) cm, while 
smaller Doppler loops can be designed for the cases when the inner zone has a more 
limited diameter. Actually, because of the nature of the Doppler experiment and the con-
sequent temperature requirements (possibly, liquid sodium could be present), only the 
central part in the 3 X 3 ( or 4 X 4) tubes array would be used for the measurements. It is 
normally assumed that, inside an experimental volume, outer media influence can be 
disregarded if one considers volumes about three mean free paths away from boundaries: 
it is easy to see that this condition is fulfilled in our cases and that the zone inside a 
3X3 (or 4X4) tubes array has a diameter of about 1.5 and 2 times respectively the 
lenght of 3,\, An estimation of the value of ,\ for fast reactors characterised by y = 4, 
5, 6 is reported in Appendix A; there, the adopted scheme of calculation is rather rough 
but the results reliable enough to our purposes. They show a ,\ of about 7 cm in the 
three cases, which confirms the possibility of this kind of experiments in the chosen 
volume. 
We shall examine in the next section the reactors which are possible to use for 
a Doppler measurement if a Doppler loop of great dimensions is to be installed in them. 
This experiment, anyway, is only one of a series to be foreseen, the other ones reqmrmg 
the same or smaller volumes. In any case the validity of the measurements is based on 
the possibility of having, as already mentioned, convenient flux spectra. 
In a general way, a standard criterium of comparison between the flux spectra of 
two reactors does not exist, which suggest to compare the results of different methods. 
Difficult as it is to define the equivalence of a test core and of a full scale core from the 
neutronic point of view, several criteria can be proposed and used. The degree of con-
fidence of each of them is to be considered as related to the particular experimental mea-
sure one wants to perform. In what follows we try then to list several possible criteria, 
each one allowing a certain kind of comparison. 
Talking of comparison, we have to consider reactors inside the same group, i.e. 
reactors characterized by the same y1 to be compared with the full.scale Pu-239 fueled one. 
The influence of different driver thickness and that of a decoupler can then be evaluated. 
In so doing we will be able to attribute a certain numerical value to the similarity ( or to 
the difference) between two reactors: the reverse problem, to design a reactor having a 
core composition such that its similarity to another reactor has a certain numerical value 
in a certain comparison frame, cannot be explicitely stated and its solution can be achieved 
only tentatively and by interpolation. 
6.1. Direct comparison of flux spectra 
The direct comparison of flux spectra of two reactors as given by the results of 
calculations is of no use. As a matter of fact, the values of the fluxes so obtained are 
only proportional to the real ones, the constant of proportionality being different for each 
reactor. 
Several ways can be followed to establish a comparison between two reactors on the 
flux spectra, e.g., to impose the rate of power (like, for instance, one fission per second) 
or to normalize the fluxes to a given value. If this second scheme is followed, let be, for a 
reactor R 
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N = number of energy groups considered; 
M = point along the radius where the flux is calculated (M = 0 at the ongm, taken 
at the center of the reactor; everywhere, M equals the distance from the origin); 
'PMN = neutron flux density per unit lethargy at a point M in the Nth group. 
With reference to a point M along the radius, we consider the sum 
N L 'PMN. AUN == AM (1) 
N=l 
were AuN 1s the lethargy interval relative to group N. We can write (1) in the follow-
ing form 
or 
so defining 
N L ;MNAuN = 100 
N=l 
'PMN = 
100 'PMN 
N 
~ 'PMNAuN 
N=l 
(l') 
( l") 
(2) 
which is the normalized flux we are seeking, the normalization being defined according 
to (l"). If we normalize in the same way the flux of a reactor R' and for the same values 
of N and M, we obtain 
100 'f1MN 
N r 'f1MNAuN 
N=l 
and similarly for any other reactor we want to compare with R. 
(2') 
Examples of comparison among reactors of the same group are given in Figs. 27, 
28 and 29 for groups 116, 26 and 36 respectively. In the three instances, the histograms 
refer to the center of the reactors. Similar diagrams are needed for all the points along 
the radius where comparison is deemed necessary. 
The method gives an overall idea about the flux spectra of several reactors to be 
compared and points out the differences and similarity from the reference reactor for 
every energy interval. That can be useful when a particular experiment is strongly energy 
dependent, but this method has two main disadvantages: first, it does not show if and 
how there is a compensation from some energy groups fluxes to others; second, it requi-
res several graphs (one for each point along the radius to be examined) from which it is 
not easy to deduce how fast the flux differences between two reactors vary radius-wise. 
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6.2. Mismatch factor (Pineo Pallino Parameter • PPP) 
An easy comparison between the flux spectra of any two reactors of a certain 
group can be performed through a mismatch factor PPP (Pineo Pallino Parameter) defin-
ed as 
(3) 
where the simbols have the meaning already explained in 6.1. 
Clearly, PPP is a function of the point M; results of several calculations, with 
reference to the reactors examined in section 5, are represented in Figures 30 to 4,4. Here, 
the values taken along the x axis ( corresponding to the radius of the examined reactors) 
are limited between O and 20 cm, according to the reasons already given on the volume 
to use in a reactor for performing experimental measurements. 
The main advantages of introducing the PPP are: first, the comparison of any 
reactor with the reference one is made in a global way, irrespective of which energy group 
contributes positively or negatively, since we make use of the square of differences; 
second, the graphs give a clear idea ( even if qualitative, due to the arbitrary definition 
of PPP itself) of how much a reactor differs from another and how this difference varies 
radius-wise; third, a visual comparison of several reactors with the one of reference is 
very easy, the graphical representation allowing to decide which reactor is more conve-
nient. 
As it 1s apparent, the mismatch factor PPP is based, more than on physics consi-
derations, on a simple mathematical formulation (root mean square) well known from 
the statistics and the theory of errors. One interesting feature of PPP, as compared for 
instance with other methods, is that it furnishes absolute values after choosing th8 base 
reference in the more convenient way. 
6.3. Average cross sections 
The average cross section for a certain reaction of a given isotope along the radius 
r of a reactor can be defined 
or, in a summation form, 
-;;(r) f u(uh,(u,r)du f cp(u,r)du 
ITM = --N-----
~ 'fMN/::,.UN 
N=l 
(4) 
( 4') 
which can easily be rewritten m an equivalent form making use of normalized fluxes 
I N 
;;M = --~ ITN;MN/::,.UN 
100 N=l 
( 4") 
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The cross section to be considered can be anyone of those listed in the library 
used (fission, capture, absorption, etc.) and the results will show how -;;M of the reference 
reactor and --;;M of the reactor to compare varies with radius. This methods, like the one 
described in 6.1. does not give an absolute value of the differences between two flux 
spectra. 
6.4. Spectral index 
The spectral index (SI) being the value of the ratio of two measures made by 
means of two detectors in the same neutron flux, we can write 
or, in the usual summation form, 
f <T1(u)'{!(u,r)du 
Sl=-----J <T2(u)'{!(u,r)du 
N L <T1N'{!MN6.UN 
N=l 
SI=-----
N L <T1N'PMN6.uN 
N=l 
N L <r2N'PMN6.uN 
N=l 
(5) 
(5') 
where use is made of normalized fluxes. The chosen .(T1 (and <T2 ) can he any convenient 
one: the adoption of fission cross section is suggested by the fission counters which are of 
common use in such kind of experimental measurements. 
As in 6.3., we can here note that the spectral index method does not allow to obtain 
an absolute value of the differences between two flux spectra. It can, however, give us 
informations about the riches of a spectrum in neutrons of one or another energy. The 
results of the calculations presented in Figs. 45, 46, and 47 are obtained using U-235 
fission cross section as a reference. 
6.5. Statistical weight 
In an analysis of simulation possibilities made with purposes sjmilar to ours, A.V. 
CAMPISE [7) states the following conditions in order to ensure transposition from test to 
full-scale-core systems: 
1. Statistical weight of the test section ( taken inside the test core) nearly identical to 
that of the full-scale system; 
2. Neutron flux spectrum identical in the two cases; 
3. Material composition nearly identical in the two cases. 
Conditions 2 and 3 having already been included in our present analysis, condition 1 can 
be derived as follows. 
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Consideration of the Boltzmann equation for the diffusion of neutrons, together 
with its adjoint form, allows to determine the perturbation caused by a pure absorbing 
material introduced into a reactor at position r0 • The reactivity change in the total 
reactor is 
rr r x(u) 
.\ .l r~ if;(u,O.,r)vaJ(u,r)<p*(u,n,r)dudndr (6) 
where 
aa*(u) = functional variation in the absorption cross section of the pure absorbing 
material; 
if;(u,O.,r) = neutron importance; 
<p*(u,O.,r) = perturbed flux; 
x(u) = relative fission spectrum; 
v = average number of neutrons per fission; 
af ( u, r) = fission cross section. 
If we put 
and 
then ( 6) becomes 
111 x(u) I= J J J~ if;(u,n,r)va1(u,r)<p*(u,n,r)dudo.dr 
Saa 
p*(ro) = -
1
-
In (7), a:a* (u) 1s a property of the inserted material only and the product 
If (u, n, ro)<p* (u, n, ro) = s.w. 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
is the statistical weight of the reactor system at the point r 0 and lethargy u; S.W. is a 
dependent variable of the reactor system. The expression for / is the total rate of pro-
duction of neutron importance. The reactivity change due to a pure absorber in the test 
core is, from (9), 
[ *( )] _ [Saa]Ta p ro TC - ----
!Ta 
and that in the full-scale core (same absorber at the same location r 0 ): 
[ Saa] FO [p*(ro)]Fa = --1--FO 
If the S.W.-s are the same in the two cores, then, from (7) 
[ Saa]To = [ Saa] FO 
and from (9'), (9") 
(9') 
(9") 
(10) 
I [p* (ro)J1"!;".;;= [p* (r0 )] / 0 (11) 
, \ FO 
While (II) allows to obtain [p*(ro)]F0 one~ [p*(r0 )]T0 has been measured and 
the two systems are known (/Ta and IFa core properties of the reactors only and not of 
the experiments to he performed on them, so that they can be calculated once for all), 
equality (10) corresponds to stating 
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[ cp* ( u,O,ro)f ( u,O,ro) ]Te = [ cp* ( u,11,ro)'f ( u,O,r 0 ) ]Fe (10') 
i.e. to having in the two reactors identical statistical weights in correspondence of the 
same values of r0 , which in practice will take on the values of the region of interest as 
explained at the beginning of the present section. 
From what precedes, one sees that the calculations to carry out will be of two 
kinds: 
a) determination of the S.W.-s, through the neutron importance (radius-wise) and the 
knowledge of the flux perturbed by the introduction of a chosen absorber (radius-
wise); 
b) determination of the p*-s, through the 8.01a·S and /-s. 
The calculations under a) ask for the solution, respectively, of the adjoint Boltz-
mann's equation (If) and the Boltzmann's equation for the perturbed flux (cp*). On the 
other hand, the calculations under b) will enable us, through (11), to foresee the outcome 
of a particular (and important) class of experiments. 
where: 
In the case of an ideal absorber for which a= 2-, (7) can be written 
V 
Baa = - _a_ I\ tf;(u,O,ro)cp* (u,O,r0 )e"l2dudn 
Ea';, ·' J 
a = constant; 
E 0 = upper limit of energy ( 10 Me V in the YOM scheme). 
(7') 
Another way will be to consider the absorber made up of, say, two isotopes, 
namely U-238 and Pu-239 in a determined ratio (for instance 5: 1 or, in general, the y 
ratio of the reactor under examination); upon collapsing the 16-groups in one group by 
standard methods, a constant <Ta for the chosen sample can be assumed. 
Apart from practical considerations (perturbation theory calculations asking for 
codes more complex than the ones which can take care of the methods examined in 6.1, 
6.2, 6.3 and 6.4), the use of statistical weighl as a comparison standard looks very attrac-
tive. This method is equivalent to stating that two systems can be considered equivalent 
if they react in the same way to the same external stimulus. Again the validity of this 
criterion is to be weighted against particular experimental measurements and used to-
gether with one or the other of the already mentioned methods. 
7. RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS BASED ON COMPARISON METHODS 
The philosophy of comparison criteria has been briefly outlined in the introduc-
tory part of section 6, followed by a description of some possible methods. With the help 
of the code described in Appendix B, all these methods have been applied in order to 
test groups 16, 26 and 36 of the already discussed reactors. 
In Figures 27, 28 and 29 normalized fluxes of some reactors inside each group are 
showed as a function of lethargy. The spectra here represented refer to the center of the 
examined reactors (R = 0), but the values of the fluxes vary so little along the radius 
(for at least 20-30 cm) that these representations can be assumed valid over the volume of 
interest. 
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ln Figures 30 to 44, mismatch parameters (PPP) are given. The results of the other 
methods are not shown, either because the informations are similar to the ones obtained 
from PPP, or because of the reasons already given in section 6. Besides the variations 
of a 1, <Tc, <Ta as a function of radius, are too small to be as much representative as the 
variations of PPP. 
An exception is made for the spectral indexes (Figures 45, 46, 47), due to the fact 
that they indicate where a spectrum is softer or harder than a reference one. 
Let us examine Fig. 30 relative to reactors of group 16 for which y = 4 (similar 
results can be derived from Fig. 35 and Fig. 40, respectively for y = 5 and y = 6). 
It is apparent that the thinner the driver, the smaller is the corresponding value of PPP 
for the same R. The use of a y2 smaller than y1 does not seem, in general, to improve the 
situation as given by y2 equal to yi: anyway, this trend does not look very regular. The 
introduction of a decoupler usually act& in·the sense to produce a bigger PPP in compari-
son with the same y1-y2 case without decoupler. Here again the trend does not seem very 
regular. 
All in all it is possible to say that the more dilute the reactors, the more they are 
easy to compare. For a given thickness of the driver and for every Yi, PPP increases when 
the ratio y2/yi diminishes, but always taking on limited values for small driver thicknesses 
(5-10 cm). For big driver thicknesses, PPP diminishes a little when diminishing the 
ratio y2/y1. 
Another way to compare reactors has been attempted through the substitution of 
absorbing materials at different places of the reactors. The results of these calculations 
are shown in Figures 48 and 49 for reactors of group Yi = 5. Fig. 48 gives the reactivity 
1 
variations when a - absorber is used, and Fig. 49 the reactivity variation when the 
V 
absorber is natural Boron. In a general way, one can say that the information so obtain-
ed show the same trends as the PPP. 
8. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 
While not absolutely conclusive, the results of the PPP calculations allow to say: 
1) the simulation of a reactor of the type of Fig. 1 a with one of the type of Fig. 1 b 
( or 1 c) is possible from the flux spectra point of view in a central part about 15-20 cm 
radius; 
2) the difference between a zoned reactor and a full scale one stays almost constant over 
about 10 cm radius, which allows to consider the 10 cm radius volume as a volume of 
"constant difference". 
3) the influence of a decoupler is not very clear and should require further investigations. 
Due to the extensive kind of investigations needed in order to examine the possi-
ble criteria for comparing flux spectra of similar reactors, it would have been advisable 
to examine a number of cases more numerous than the ones here considered. Only in such 
a way it will be possible to see the real influence of driver thickness, decoupler thickness 
and composition, y2/yi ratio and so on. It is hoped that, in so doing, it would be possible 
to understand why, like in some case of group 36, the value of PPP decreases, instead of 
increasing, as a function of radius. 
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APPENDIX A 
EVALUATION OF THE MEAN FREE PATH FOR TYPICAL HOMOGENEOUS 
FAST REACTORS 
Using a one-group theory, the reciprocal of the mean free path 1s given by 
(a) 
where ni is the number of nuclei of the i-th kind present in the core of the considered 
homogeneous fast reactor, and ( Utr) i is the corresponding value of the transport cross section. 
The ni values are given in Table 2 and the (utr)i values are as follows (ANL-5800, pag. 
421): 
Utr (barns) 
Pu-239 6.8 
U-235 6.8 
U-238 6.9 
Fe-56 2.7 
Na-23 3.3 
0-16 3.5 
Upon performing the simple calculation, the reciprocal values of a for oxide fuel-
ed reactors give, for the mean free paths, numerical results of ,\ = ,-, 7.05 cm, almost con-
stant for values of y going from 1 to 6. For comparison sake, one can see that the same 
calculations for the metal fueled reactors of Table 1 give for the mean free path numeri-
cal results of ,\ = ,-, 4.96 cm almost constant for values of y going from 4 to 6. 
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APPENDIX B 
PPP - PINCO PALLINO PROGRAM 
I. Introduction 
The Pineo Pallino Program (PPP) haE been written m FORTRAN coding system 
for the IBM-7070 data processing system and is intended to supply several informations 
about nuclear reactors, as specified in what follows. The main purposes of PPP are to 
obtain complementary data beside the ones usually provided by reactors calculations pro-
grams and to enable the comparison among reactors of similar or different composition. 
While it has been established with reference to fast reactors as calculated in the frame 
of the 16 Group YOM set of cross sections, PPP can be used, upon performing slight 
modifications, for any kind of reactors and in connection with a different cross sections 
set. 
The required input data consist of the group Cross Section Library and, radius 
wise, both neutron and adjoint fluxes as provided by multigroup calculations of the 
reactors of interest. 
The output data are referred to particular points along the radius of the chosen 
reactors ( considered in spherical geometry) and consist of the following: 
a. normalized neutron flux 
b. mismatch factor (Pineo Pallino Parameter) 
c. average fission cross section 
d. average absorption cross section 
e. average capture cross section 
f. spectral index 
g. normalized adjoint flux 
h. statistical weight 
2. Input data 
The calculation of the reactors of interest is based on a chosen group cross section 
set; the same set is introduced to supply the necessary numerical values of cross sections 
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(see 1-c, d, e, f, i). Only a limited number of isotopes are of use in the PPP, namely: 
U-238 
U-235 
Pu-239 
Pu-240 
Pu-241 
( to which U-233 and Th-232 could be added for completeness). When the results of calcu-
lations imply several isotopes, the above mentioned sequence is constantly adopted. 
Neutron and adjoint fluxes can be furnished either through cards punched as a 
part of nuclear reactors calculations [ see, for instance, MGP-Multigruppenprogram by 
W. Miinzner ( Karlsruhe Programmbeschreibung N. 11 [ 4])] or through card hand-punch-
ed from previous results. Due to the point-wise (radius-wise) results foreseen, neutron 
and adjoint fluxes are to be furnished point-wise (radius-wise), too. Reference to spherical 
geometry will simplify somewhat the calculations but will not limit the validity of the 
investigations. Anyway, the program holds when referring to other geometries if input 
data are consistent (for instance if taken rad us-wise or axis-wise in cylindrical geometry 
and x- or y- or z-dimension-wise in parallelepiped geometry), and the results are taken 
at the same points and along the same lines. In what follows, constant reference is made to 
spherical geometry. 
3. Output data 
The output data list has been presented sub 1). The printed results include the 
values of neutron and adjoint fluxes too (see paragraph 5 for presentation of listing). 
Here follows a description of the quantities mentioned sub 1). 
a. Normalized neutron flux (PHINOR) 
Let be for a reactor R 
N = number of energy groups considered (N = 16 in the YOM set); 
M = point along the radius where the flux is calculated (M = 0 at the ongm, taken 
at the center of the reactor; everywhere, M equals the distance from the ongm 
to a considered point); 
/fMN = neutron flux as furnished from calculations at point M in the Nth group. 
With reference to a fixed point M along the radius, we consider the sum 
N 
~ /fMN • t:..uN = AM 
N=l 
which can be written: 
or 
N 
~ -;MNf:..UN = 100 
N=l 
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(1) 
(I') 
(l ") 
so defining 
'f'MN = 
100 'f'MN 
N r 'f'MNf!.UN 
N=l 
~N gives the normalized flux we are seeking. 
b. Mismatch Factor (Pineo Pallino Parameter - PPP) 
(2) 
If we normalize the flux of a reactor R' for the same values of N and M used in 3.a, 
we obtain: 
100 'f'1MN 
N r 'f'1MNl!,.U;y 
N=l 
(2') 
From (2) and (2') we define a mismatch factor (PPP - Pineo Pallino Parameter) 
as: 
(3) 
PPP 1s a function of the point M. 
c. Average fission cross section - (SIGMAF) 
This part of the program allows to ponderate, over the flux, the fission cross sec-
tion of the isotopes listed sub 2) according to the expression 
_ f u1(u)'f'(u,r)du 
u1(r) = -------f 'f'(u,r)du 
which is reduced to a ratio of summations: 
CT[M = 
and is evaluated radius-wise. It can easily be seen that ( 4') 1s equivalent to 
1 N 
-;;JM = 100 ~ CTf"Y;MNf!.UN N=l 
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(4) 
( 4') 
( 4") 
d. Average capture cross section - (SIGMAC) 
Similary to -;;, ( r) we define: 
J<Tc ( u) cp(u,r)du 
f cp(u,r)du 
which is reduced to a ratio of summations: 
and 1s evaluated radius-wise. 
N 
~ <TcN'f'MNt::.uN 
N=l 
<TcM = __ N ____ _ 
~'f'MN/:::,.UN 
N=l 
1 N 
= 100 ~ <TcN;J,IN/:::,.Uy N=l 
e. Average absorption cross section - (SIGMAA) 
From the definition: 
<Ta = <Tf + <Tc 
assumed valid for the cases under examinaton, we get: 
- - -
<TaM = <TfM + ·<TcM 
f. Spectral index - (SPECTRAL INDEX) 
(5) 
(5') 
(6) 
( 6') 
The spectral index is the value of the ratio of two measures made by means of two 
detectors in the same neutron flux. We have then: 
SI= 
f <11(u)cp(u,r)du 
f <12(u)cp(u,r)du (7) 
The chosen <1 is here the fission cross section; the reference isotope can be any con-
venient one. In the usual summation form, we have: 
N 
~ <T1N'f'MN !:::.us 
N=l 
SI=------
N 
~ <T2N'f'MN .!:::.UN 
N=l 
N -
~ <T1N'f/MNf:::,.UN 
N=l 
N -~ UzN(f'MNt::.uN 
IV=l 
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(7') 
g. Normalized adjoint flux - (PHIADNOR) 
Let N and M have the same meaning as in 3.A) and 
'fMN = adjoint flux (neutron importance) as furnished from calculations at a point M 
in the Nth group. 
With reference to a fixed point M along the radius, we consider the sum 
N 
~ 'fMN. AUN= BM (8) 
N=l 
which can be written 
N 
~ (8') 
N=l 
or 
N 
~ fMN •AUN= 1 ( 8") 
N=l 
so defining 
(9) 
'fMN 
'fMN gives the normalized ad joint flux ( total neutron importance, constantly equal to 
one along the radius). 
h. Statistical weight (ST AT. WEIGHT) 
The statistical weight function at a point r0 of a reactor is defined: 
SW(u) = So*(u,r0 )rf!(u,r0 ) 
or, with our usual notations, 
where 
(10) 
(10') 
'{!*MN= perturbed flux, as furnished by calculations, at a point M in the Nth group; 
'fMN = adjoint flux (neutron importance), as furnished by calculations, at a point M in 
the Nth group. 
Using for So* MN and 'fMN the corresponding values normalized according to 3.a) and 
3.g), we have: 
SWM =-;;*MN. fMN (10") 
As a first approximation and/or in the absence of So*MN, one can use 'PNM as to get: 
(10"') 
4. Source statements 
Here follows a description of the input statements supplied through punched cards. 
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1st statement (data presented in the form of fixed point constants) 
M = number of points along the radius (M max = 50, but always a multiple of 5); 
N = number of energy groups (N max = 40); 
NC = number of reactors examined (NC = arbitrary; the code is such that of a given 
group of reactors, anyone of them can be used as a reference in the sense of 3.b), 
where the mismatch factor is defined) ; 
MN = number of isotopes (MN max = 8; see point 2); 
N2 = number of energy groups time two if the adjoint fluxes are used; 
LI = number of group constants one wants to take from GROUCO (LI max = 4); 
MP = I when neutron fluxes (and adjoint fluxes) are integrated over the lethargy and is 
then necessary to get them from 
'Pn 
'/!N = --
D..U 
for the neutron fluxes and similarly 
for the adjoint fluxes; 
lfn lfN = --
D..U 
= 2 when the given neutron and adjoint fluxes are the real ones. 
2nd statement ( data presented in the form of floating point constants) 
DELTA= ilu = group lethargy interval; ilu takes on as many values as the number of 
energy groups (N). 
3rd statement (fixed point constants) 
JG = group identification for neutron and adjoint fluxes (N2 values). 
4th statement (fixed point constants; 5 alphabetic or numerical characters for each word) 
MI= isotopes names according to the ones used in GROUCO (for instance Ub-235) and 
in the sequence to be constantly used here (see 2 above). 
5th statement (fixed point constants; 5 alphabetic or numerical characters for each word) 
LD = name of group constants according to the ones used in GROUCO, first ur then uc; 
LGS = name of the Neutron Cross Section Set introduced on the multigroup program used 
to calculate the reactors here examined ( 3 words of 5 characters each: of lately, 
the identification for LGS was 16-GRYOMSETOOS. 
6th statement (floating point constants) 
R = distance value (in cm), from the center, of each of the M points chosen along the 
radius. 
7 th statement ( fixed point constants) 
NR = I reactor name (3 words of 5 alphanumerical characters); 
II reference reactor name (I word of 5 alphanumerical characters); 
III = I: fluxes cards hand punched; 
= 2: fluxes cards automatically punched in the course of the MGP calculations. 
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8th statement (floating and fixed point constants) 
This statement refers to the cards supplying fluxes data. These cards, either hand 
punched or funished through the MGP [4], must conform to the FORMAT of MGP 
itself, and contain: 
I value of the radius at which the flux is to be taken (floating point constant) 
2 value of the flux (floating point constant) 
3 value of the current ( this data being of no interest for PPP, any number will do, 
provided it be of the floating constant type) 
4 - group number followed by: 
0 if one is dealing with neutron fluxes 
I if one is dealing with adjoint fluxes 
5 - identification of the reactor. 
NOTE - Statements No. 7 and 8 must be repeated for every reactor which has to be 
considered. 
5. Results listing 
The results listing for one reactor takes four pages. The first line of each page 
gives the name of the considered reactor (for instance, REACTOR SKIN 52) and the one 
of the reference reactor (for instance, REFERENCE 36). The second line of each page 
gives the values in cm of the distance from the center to the point examined along the 
radius: these distances are used as heading for all the following results. 
The first page contains: 
a. Table of neutron fluxes as supplied to the program, 
b. Table of normalized neutron fluxes, 
c. Pineo Pallino Parameters (mismatch factors). 
The second page contains: 
a. Table of;,, average fission cross section; each line of the table refers to a different iso-
tope in the sequence of number 2) above. 
b. Table of ;;:c, average capture cross section, a line for each isotope. 
c. Table of ;;:~, average absorption cross section, a line for each isotope. 
d. Table of spectral indexes, again a line for each isotope; this table is headed by the 
name of the reference isotope. 
The second page bis contains: 
Tables of spectral indexes when they are calculated with reference to several isoto-
pes and the second page is not enough. The reference isotope is indicated at the bottom 
of each table. 
The third page contains: 
a. Table of adjoint fluxes as supplied to the program. 
b. Table of normalized adjoint fluxes. 
The fourth page contains: 
Table of statistical weights. 
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6. ~earch of errors in the inputs of each reactor 
The calculations performed with the aid of PPP ask for quite a large number of 
cards. In order to avoid, or diminish, the possibility of errors in the input data, a special 
error search testing has been introduced. When the program stops because a card is wrong, 
this error search testing allows to find where the mistake is. 
1 - The cards, where the needed fluxes are listed, are counted after having been read. 
Once the reading for a particular reactor is over, a check is made about their num-
ber. If the number is wrong, the machine prints ERROR IN INPUT OF ... (name 
of the reactor). 
2 - The 5th figure in every card is the reactor identification. If such a figure does not 
stay the same for all the cards relative to a single reactor, the machine prints 
ERROR IN CARD ... (number of the irregular card). When this happens either 
the 5th figure is missing, or wrong, or a card from another reactor has been 
inadvertently inserted. 
7. Number of storage memories and calculation time 
A. The total number of storage memories needed for the entire program amounts to 
5126. Of these, 1286 are used for the various statements and 3840 for input and out-
put data. These latter are so distributed: 
PHI 400 
PHINOR 400 
PHIAD 400 
PHIADN 400 
SIGMA 1280 
SIGMAF 40 
SIGMAC 40 
SIGMAA 40 
SPECTRAL INDEX 320 
STAT WEIGHT 200 
PPP 5 
Various 315 
Total 3840 
B. The reading of the values of err and era (see section 3 c, d and e) takes 20 seconds. 
The entire calculation relative to one reactor (see section 3) takes 20 seconds 
when supplying the computer with hand punched card. In the case of having the 
computer itself picking up the necessary cards among the ones obtained from 
preceding MGP results, the time will be longer (but saving time on the hand-
punching business): anyway, little can be said on this respect as experience is 
lacking. 
C. When M (see 3,a and 4, 1st statement) is greater than 5, it is possible to repeat the 
comparison for any other group of five points, if so it is desired. 
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FIG.1.Geometry of the reflected metal and oxide-fueled 
fast reactors studied 
a 
b 
C 
R 
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FIG. 2- Critical dimensions and critical masses of reflected spherical 
two-region core oxide-fueled fast reactors 
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FIG 3 _' Critical dimensions and critical masses of reflected spherical 
two-region core oxide-fueled fast reactors 
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FIG. 4_ Critical dimensions and critical masses of reflected spherical 
two- region core oxi de-fueled fast reactors 
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FIG. 5 _ Critical dimensions and critical masses of reflected spherical 
two- region core oxi de-fueled fast reactors 
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FIG. 6 _ Critical dimensions and critical masses of reflected spherical 
two-region core oxide-fueled fast reactors 
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FIG .. ? _Critical dimensions and critical masses of reflected spherical 
two-region core oxide -fueled fast reactors 
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FIG. 8 _Critical dimensions and critical masses of reflected spherical· 
two-region core oxi de-fueled fast reactors 
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FIG. 9_Critical dimensions and critical masses of reflected 
spherical two-region .core oxide-fueled fast reactors 
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FIG. 10_ Critical dimensions and critical masses of reflected spherical 
two-region core oxide-fueled fast reactors 
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FIG. 11-Critical dimensions and critical masses of reflected 
spherical two-region core oxide-fueled fast reactors 
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FIG. 12_Critical dimensions and critical masses of reflected 
spherical two-region core oxide-fueled fast reactors 
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FIG. 13_Critical dimensions and critical masses of reflected 
spherical two-region core oxide-fueled fast reactors 
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FIG.15.Critical dimensions and critical masses of reflected 
spherical two-region core oxide-fueled fast reactors 
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FIG. 16_Critical dimensions and critical masses of reflected spherical 
two-region core oxide -f ueled fast reactors 
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FIG. 17_Critical dimensions and critical masses of reflected 
spherical two-region core oxide-fueled fast reactors 
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FIG.18_Critical dimensions and critical masses of reflected 
spherical two-region core oxide-tueled fast reactors 
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FIG. 19 _ Critical dimensions and critical masses of reflected spherical 
two-region core oxide-fueled fast reactors 
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FIG. 20_Critical dimensions and critical masses of reflected 
spherical two-region core oxide-fueled fast reactors 
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FIG. 22_Critical dimensions and critical masses of reflected 
spherical two-region core oxide-fueled fast reactors 
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FIG. 23_Critical dimensions and critical masses of reflected 
spherical two-region core oxide-fueled fast reactors 
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FIG. 25-Critical radii of reflected spherical two-region core oxide-fueled 
fast reactors. Group 2 6 ( y = 5) 
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FIG. 26_Critical radii of reflected spherical two-region core oxide-fueled 
fast reactors. Group 36 (y=6) 
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FIG. 27 _Normalized neutron spectra at the center of reflected spherical 
two-region core oxide-fueled fast reactors.Group 16 (y:4) 
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FIG. 28.Normalized neutron spectra at the center of reflected spherical 
two-region core oxide-fueled fast reactors. Group 26 ( Y= 5} 
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FIG. 29_ Normalized neutron spectra at the cent er of reflected spherical 
two-region core oxi de-fue led fast reactors.Group 3 6 ( y = 6) 
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FIG.JO.Mismatch porameter(PPP)of the reactors of the g~oup16 ( y = 4) 
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FIG.31.Mismatch parameter(PPP)of the reactors of the group16 (y: 4) 
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FIG.32.Mismotch parameter(PPP)of the reactors of the group16 ( y:. 4) 
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FIG.33.Mismatch porometer(PPP)of the reactors of the group16 { y = 4) 
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FIG.34.Mismotch porometer(PPPlof the reactors of the group16 (y.: 4) 
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FIG.35.Mismotch parometer(PPP)of the reactors of the group 26 (y:5) 
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FIG.36.Mismatch porameter(PPP)of the reactors of the group26 (y:5) 
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FIG.37.Mismatch porameter(PPP)ofthe reactors of the group26(y::.5) 
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FJG.38.Mismotch porometer(PPP)of the reactors of the group26 (y:5) 
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FIG.39.Mismatch parameter(PPP)of the reactors of the group26(y::5) 
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FIG.40.Mismotch porameter(PPP)of the reactors of the group 36 {y: 6) 
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FIG .41.Mismatch parameter(PPP)of the reactors of the group 36 ( Y= 6) 
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FJG.42.Mismatch parameter(PPP)of the reactors of the group 36 ( Y= 6) 
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FIG.43.Mismotch porometer(PPP)of the reactors of the group 3S(y: 6) 
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FIG. 44.Mismotch porometer(PPP)of the reactors of the group36 (y: 6) 
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Fig. 45 
Spectral index for Pu-239 (reference isotope: U-238) 
for reactors having y1 = 4. 
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Fig. 46 
Spectral index for Pu-239 (reference isotope: U-238) 
for reactors haring y1 = 5. 
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Fig. 47 
Spectral index for Pu-239 (reference isotope: U-238) 
for reactors having y1 = 6. 
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Fig. 48 
Reactivity variation due to a B-nat sample introduction at 
different points in reactors having y1 = 5. 
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Reactivity variation due to a 1/v absorber sample introduction at 
differenl points in reactors having y1 = 5. 
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